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It's no accident that the colonists cut down trees.  Apparently, it's
to clear land to grow food, to dig mines and to use the trees
themselves.  But there's another deeper reason.  They hate trees
because they are home to wildlife.  That includes all the Indigenous
people who the foreigners cannot comprehend.  The elitists want to
clear away ALL the trees. They think they can conquer Nature.  Then
they can feel "safe".

There are many accounts of adventurers, surveyors and engineers
getting lost in the woods around here in the Great Shared Hunting
Grounds of Anishnaabek and Ongwehonweh between the Ottawa and
St.Lawrence Rivers.  Samuel de Champlain got lost in the woods near
what is now Sharbot Lake.  He was traveling with some Wendat who were
very upset that he would wander off and get lost for 3 days.  They
felt responsible for his safety so they told him to stay in camp for
the rest of the trip.

John MacTaggart and Colonel John By got lost in the woods when they
were trying to figure out a route for the Rideau Canal.  Here's an
excerpt from MacTaggart's 1828 book, "Three Years in Canada" after
which he went home to Britain where he soon died from the ague aka
"swamp fever" or malaria, a disease which seldom affected the
Indigenous.  

"In some of my curious wanderings I was accompanied by Colonel By, of
the Royal Engineers, a gentleman I shall ever esteem and value. 
[that's kissass flattery for the boss] He encountered all privations
with wonderful patience and good-humour; was even too daring in some
instances; would run rapids that his Indians trembled to look at; and
cross wide lakes with the canoe when the Canadians were gaping with
fear at the waves that were rolling around them. He could sleep
soundly any where, and eat any thing, even to raw pork. One night we
lost ourselves altogether in Craneberry Lake, on our route through the
waters from the Ottawa to Lake Ontario. There were two canoes of us,
and the poor fellows paddled away lustily ; but it was of no use ; the
more we sailed, the farther astray we went, and could not find the
outlet of the river Cataraque. Getting through a frightful marsh,
partly overflowed by water, we entered with the canoes into an expanse
of flooded woods, and one of the canoes stuck in the fork of a tree
buried in the water. We went alongside, and the crew having got into
the other canoe, we succeeded in lifting it out of the fork. Dark
night came on, and we landed on some sort of wild shore about ten
o'clock, clambered up the brow amongst the trees, and pulled the
canoes and their cargoes after. We had parted with our provision canoe
on the morning before, and appointed to have met with it that night at
a station called Brewer's Mills: thus we had nothing to eat but a
small bit of cheese ; and as for drink, there was nothing but a little
drop of brandy in a bottle, and this was not allowed to be touched.
There we were, no one knew where, in the heart of an endless wild,



without food or any thing else whatever for the comfort of human life
; but we minded it not. Although we had had a fagging day, no one was
inclined to sleep: could we have knocked up any thing in the shape of
a dinner, we might then all have snoozed profoundly ; but hunger kept
us from the arms of Morpheus, and allowed us to ruminate on our
forlorn situation. We hallooed out frequently as loud as we could, but
no one heard us. We were sometimes answered by the owl, afar in the
solitary woods, and the lake bird, called loon, also deigned to reply
from the distant waters. At one time we heard, or thought we heard,
the barking of a dog,-which might have been so, but I thought it that
of the wolf species.

Having a gun with us, we succeeded in lighting a good fire, which is
always a pleasant thing to look at; while the light reflected aloft on
the woods was beautiful. We frequently loaded the gun with powder and
fired it off; and the sound reverberating through the forest and rocks
was heard for a long time after. Thinking we had got into Loughborough
Lake, which opens out of Craneberry Marsh, towards morning we started
with the light of the moon, and after paddling away five or six miles
until we came to the head of a deep bay, swimming-full of drift-wood,
we there put about, and were glad to get back to the fire we had left
on the unknown shore. We had supplied it well with fuel before we
started, in hopes that we might use its light, like that of a Pharos,
to guide us on our proper course ; but, alas! we now all began to
droop a little, for there was a probability that we might not find our
way out of the Lake, and of course, therefore, must perish.

The sun arose ; we took to the canoes again, and seeing some wild
ducks, we shot at them several times, but could not succeed in killing
one of them. Having paddled away several miles, and taking our bearing
by the sun, the compass being useless, I found we were returning as we
had come the day before; we therefore lay to, to strike the course.
While doing so, we heard the report of a musket at a distance. We bore
away to the place whence the sound proceeded, heard another shot let
off, and even saw the smoke. It was an Indian shooting wild ducks. We
all felt rejoiced to see him, divided the drop of brandy, engaged him
as a guide, and he brought us out at the famous Round Tail mouth of
the Cataraque; from whence we proceeded to Brewer's Mills, found the
provision canoe, and made a hearty breakfast. So much for that time
when I was bewildered in the Craneberry Marsh; but it was by no means
the first time. I had spent many dismal nights in it before, and only
narrate this on the score that Colonel By was with me, and conducted
himself as became a man."

Stay tuned for our upcoming reports on the Rideau Canal and the War of
1812.  Not what you'd expect.

Kittoh

Note:
http://www.rideau-info.com/canal/history/three-years.html
  




